Product Overview

BHS:
A Single Leader
A History of Innovation

With BHS You Can Expect

In the mid-1980s, BHS made single stream
recycling possible with our proprietary in-line
Tri-Disc™ screen. We applied this technology
to create the first incline screen that allowed
containers to tumble down, fines to fall through
and fiber to climb over. This was the birth of the
modern BHS Polishing Screen, an industry icon,
and to this day the single most effective piece of
recycling equipment for separating containers
from fiber.

Turnkey solutions from a single source
Proprietary best-in-class technology
Robust and dedicated design, engineering
and project management teams
Purity rates as high as 99%
Industry’s highest tons-per-labor hour
Preventative maintenance and 24/7 support
Collaboration from a team of experts passionate
about customer profitability

BHS Today
BHS is designing, manufacturing and integrating
systems around the world, but one thing remains
the same: We build the most effective screens in
the industry and back them up with first-class
service and support. As we gained experience as
system integrators, we widened our portfolio to
collaborate with other technology leaders and
providers of best-in-class equipment – namely
Nihot and NRT – companies that are now included
in the BHS family.
For videos of BHS equipment go to:
youtube.com (BHS Europe)

BHS Tri-Disc™ Technology
BHS screens have precise openings for accurate material
sizing. Conventional disc screens have uneven openings that
cause inconsistent material sizing and material wrapping.
Industry’s most accurate material sizing
Superior throughput and agitation in smaller footprint than trommels
Minimal wrapping and clogging

Metering Bin
The new BHS Metering Bin and Metering Bin
Liberator Class provide numerous features that
increase performance and decrease maintenance
requirements. BHS has developed a strong platform
to precisely regulate material flow through the
combination of a variable speed conveyor and
a counter-rotating drum at the discharge end,
eliminating black-belt and keeping your system
operating at peak levels. The new design’s hallmark is
its modularity: the design allows a wide range of mixand match features which can transform the Metering
Bin to match your own operational demands. From
base features such as extra thick walls to the steel
belt and bag-ripping teeth of the Liberator Class, BHS
offers a bin without equal in the market.

••• Precisely regulates material flow into a
system

••• Modular, robust design; easy retrofit into
existing facilities

••• Reinforced load side and flared back walls
for ease of loading and durability with
minimal spillage

Bag Breaker®
The BHS Bag Breaker® opens bags at high volumes
without damaging content, ensuring maximum
recovery of valuable recyclables. The patented
Bag Breaker® uses large, counter-rotating drums to
efficiently open the bags and release the contents,
discharging them from the bottom of the machine.
Bags are torn into large pieces for easy removal.
Bagged material can be fed directly into the BHS
Bag Breaker® with an infeed conveyor to achieve an
evenly-metered flow rate.

•• 	Clean-out doors on two sides for easy access
and maintenance

•• 	Easy to retrofit into existing facility
•• 	Bags are torn to large pieces rather than
shredded for easy removal

•• 	Heavy-duty construction for decreased
downtime and long-operating life

Polishing Screen
The BHS Polishing Screen is the industry’s most
effective and efficient 2D-3D separator. This highly
versatile screen utilizes the patented BHS compound,
in-line Tri-Disc™ design that virtually eliminates plastic
film wrap. This keeps your maintenance costs low and
your material quality high.
One pass, three fractions: The adjustable, threesection angled deck separates three fractions: mixed
fiber, containers and fines. The result is an extremely
clean container stream, resulting in maximum recovery
of valuable containers and virtually no loss of fiber.
Performance tuning: Quick adjustments to the angles
of the screen and fantail and to the speed of each
section make the Polishing Screen the most versatile
screen in the industry.

•• 	Significantly higher throughput than ballistic
separators

•• 	Discs virtually eliminate wrapping
•• 	Adjustable screen angle & fantail to allow fast
changes to meet processing requirements

Debris Roll Screen®
The BHS Debris Roll Screen® is the industry’s
flagship disc screen. This proven, patented
technology is the premiere sizing tool for Single
Stream, Municipal Solid Waste (MSW), Construction
and Demolition (C&D) waste, wood waste, compost,
green waste, plastics, glass, tires and various other
materials.
The unique Tri-Discs™ are in-line from shaft-to-shaft,
creating a precise opening for highly-accurate
material sizing. Their hardened steel, triangular
shape provides superior material agitation and true
sizing in a small footprint.

•• 	Excellent material agitation and separation
•• 	Patented in-line discs provide accurate sizing of
material, reducing product loss

•• 	Disc and shaft design reduces material wrap,
increasing uptime

•• 	Small footprint
•• 	Low power consumption

We have multiple mobile Debris Roll
Screens® available to test your own
material at your own site. See for
yourself what it can do!

OCC Separator®

The BHS OCC Separator® screen mechanically
separates Old Corrugated Cardboard (OCC) from other
fiber, various plastic and metal containers and debris.
The uniquely designed and patented OCC Separator®
ensures accurate separation and reliable operation. Our
in-line, Tri Discs™ impart a bouncing wavelike action on
the material stream, liberating other types of fiber and
contaminants from the OCC product. Smaller materials
fall through the Inter-Face Opening (IFO) between the
discs, while the OCC travels up the screen deck to a
bunker or conveyor.

•• 	Patented double and triple deck waterfall for
superior material agitation

•• 	Increases system throughput in fiber and
commingled processing system

•• 	Disc design minimizes wrap, lowers maintenance
costs and increases disc life

•• 	High throughput and product capture rates
NewSorter®
The BHS NewSorter® screen mechanically separates
old newsprint (ONP) from smaller mixed paper and rigid
containers. The shape and configuration of our patented
in-line Tri-Disc™ create precise openings and unique
agitation for true sizing of material, rather than relying
on an imprecise “scalping” action. The end result: a highquality ONP product that meets or exceeds paper mill
requirements with minimal post sorting.

•• 	Accurate sizing of material, reducing product loss
•• 	HMI angle and fantail adjustments provide
operators flexibility to quickly respond to
processing conditions

•• 	Reduces material wrap and minimizes downtime
with proprietary disc and shaft design

•• 	Extremely high throughput with low maintenance
costs
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